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Abstract

Background: Despite increased attention, conventional views of obesity are based upon individual behaviors, and children and parents living with obesity are assumed to be the primary problem solvers. Instead of focusing exclusively on individual reduction behaviors for childhood obesity, greater focus should be placed on better understanding existing community systems and their effects on obesity. The Milwaukee Childhood Obesity Prevention Project is a community-based coalition established to develop policy and environmental change strategies to impact childhood obesity in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. The coalition conducted a Group Model Building exercise to better understand root causes of childhood obesity in its community.
Methods: Group Model Building is a process by which a group systematically engages in model construction to better understand the systems that are in place. It helps participants make their mental models explicit through a careful and consistent process to test assumptions. This process has 3 main components: (1) assembling a team of participants; (2) conducting a behavior-over-time graphs exercise; and (3) drawing the causal loop diagram exercise.

Results: The behavior-over-time graph portion produced 61 graphs in 10 categories. The causal loop diagram yielded 5 major themes and 7 subthemes.

Conclusions: Factors that influence childhood obesity are varied, and it is important to recognize that no single solution exists. The perspectives from this exercise provided a means to create a process for dialogue and commitment by stakeholders and partnerships to build capacity for change within the community.
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Since first recognized as a “health hazard”1,2 nearly 40 years ago, the prevalence of childhood obesity has continued to rise.3 Despite increased attention, a conventional view of obesity is based upon individual behaviors, and children and parents living with obesity are assumed to be the primary problem solvers.4,5 Instead of focusing only on individual reduction behaviors for childhood obesity, greater emphasis should be placed on understanding community systems and their effects on obesity.5,6 A “systems thinking” approach represents methods, tools, and ways to observe the behavior of a system and how behaviors change over time.2 Understanding the dynamics of nutrition and physical activity within families, neighborhood environments, and assets such as local coalitions and community centers, all hold promise for reducing childhood obesity without placing sole burden on the individual.5,6,8,9 The purpose of this article is to describe a community-academic partnership's effort to understand the community systems that influence childhood obesity in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

Milwaukee is Wisconsin’s largest and most racially and ethnically diverse city, with a population of nearly 600,000.10 While Milwaukee’s white population has declined, the number of African Americans, Hispanics, and Asians has increased.11 Milwaukee is also a
city of contrasts. Although the city has the state's most concentrated health resources, health disparities are more pronounced than virtually all other areas of the state. As a result of existing disparities, there is a need for both focused and collaborative efforts to improve the health status for Milwaukee residents, with emphasis on neighborhoods where disparities are the greatest.

To serve the needs of neighborhoods and families within Milwaukee, the United Neighborhood Centers of Milwaukee (UNCOM), a 501(c)(3) collaborative of 8 neighborhood settlement house agencies, Agape Community Center, COA Youth and Family Centers, Journey House, Milwaukee Christian Center, Neighborhood House of Milwaukee, Next Door Foundation, Northcott Neighborhood House, and Silver Spring Neighborhood Center, supports Milwaukee's most distressed neighborhoods. These agencies serve more than 63,000 residents annually at 24 sites, with more than 900 staff members, many of whom reside in the neighborhoods where they work. The agencies focus on lifelong health via preventive interventions, such as, meal and food programs, early childhood, afterschool and adult education, health education, population health improvement programs, and, in some cases, health clinics, in efforts to impact health disparities and issues impacted by poverty.

In 2008, the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation awarded UNCOM funds through its sponsored program, Healthy Kids, Healthy Communities (HKHC). HKHC is a national program of the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, which funded 49 communities across the nation to implement healthy eating and active living policies. These policies focus on systems and environmental change strategies to support healthier communities for children and families, with special emphasis on reaching children at greatest risk for obesity based on race, ethnicity, income, or geographic location. Active Living By Design served as the HKHC National Program Office and provided overall direction and technical assistance for the initiative, and Transtria, LLC, provided evaluation assistance for HKHC.

UNCOM's project, The Milwaukee Childhood Obesity Prevention Project (MCOPP), was built around a community-academic partnership and guided by the principles of community engagement in research. MCOPP was based on a broad model of community change strategies rather than singular program implementation. The structure promoted
open participation and included many external partners. Project partners consisted of more than 39 different community-based organizations, academic partners, and community members. MCOPP focused on policy and environmental change strategies at the UNCOM agencies within 4 areas: healthy food and beverages; active lifestyles; land use; and curriculum and professional development.

As a part of the project’s evaluation, MCOPP partners participated in a Group Model Building (GMB) session designed by staff from Transtria, LLC, and the Social System Design Lab at Washington University. GMB is a process by which a group systematically engages in model construction and takes a systems approach to understand the root cause of an issue. It helps participants make their mental models explicit through a careful and consistent process to test assumptions. The GMB process is fully described elsewhere but is built around 3 main steps: (1) assembling a team of participants; (2) conducting individual behavior-over-time graphs (BOTG) exercise; and (3) group drawing of the causal loop diagram (structural elicitation) exercise. In this context, participants wanted to understand the root causes of childhood obesity to evaluate where MCOPP is making an impact.

**Methods**

**Group model building**

Twenty-six individuals representing community-based organizations, UNCOM staff, academic institutions, and community members participated in the 1-day session. Within this process, both BOTG and the causal loop diagram in steps 2 and 3, respectively, were constructed around the statement, “Things that affect or are affected by policy, system, and environment changes in this community.” In step 2, individual participants drew graphs of how features of the system that affects childhood obesity have changed from the past to their current state and describe what may occur in the future. Using an iterative process, all participants of the session first discussed and then physically grouped the created BOTG into similar categories. Themes that emerged from the BOTG were noted and provided insights into the local context. Step 3, the causal loop diagram exercise, featured a view of the “holistic system” and
subsystems that influence childhood obesity in Milwaukee. Participants examined the relationships between the variables from the BOTG and identified new variables from groups of graphs that either increase or decrease over time depending on the influence. Lines connected variables and arrows indicated either a positive or negative influence on that variable. The lines represented causal relationships and demonstrate what is known about the system, the interactions therein, and how the system behaves.²

Results

The BOTG portion produced 61 graphs in 10 categories. The causal loop diagram yielded 5 major themes and 7 subthemes. The Table provides details on the concepts developed through the first of the 3-step process. Selected verbatim comments provide context to the session.

Availability of Junk Food: “On any given day that I’m in a school or community center I see at least one form of junk food, if not more, held by a child of any age.”

Family Involvement: “Our goal is to decrease childhood obesity, but in order to decrease childhood obesity, we first have to have family involvement.”

Discussion

Factors that influence childhood obesity are varied, and it is important to recognize that no single solution exists and that a variety of structural changes, policies, and community-based interventions are needed.²⁰,²¹ The perspectives from this exercise provide a means to create a process for dialogue and commitment by stakeholders and partnerships to build capacity for change within the community. A number of lessons learned in the following areas emerged from the GMB activity: (1) the complexity of obesity is best explained via multiple perspectives; (2) an asset-based perspective with an orientation to the future is needed to solve this issue; and (3) to maximize impact over time, policies and environmental change strategies are needed.

First, childhood obesity is a complex and multifocal issue not easily understood, nor explained by the individual measurement of
body mass index. Instead, taking a systems thinking approach allowed us to examine the conditions that either prevent or facilitate obesity through multiple perspectives. These perspectives not only include “professionals” from academic institutions and health care, but also include perspectives from community members and community-based organizations to gain the greatest sense of the issues at hand. Broad community participation not only provided a different perspective but also provides a basis for lasting change. In this context, the community perspective aligned with the goals of MCOPP.

Next, not only is it important to think of childhood obesity from an orientation of multiple perspectives but a framework is needed as well. Community engagement in research provided such a framework, and through this perspective, community-academic partnerships share ideas, learn from each other, and focus on the assets within the community as opposed to pointing out the deficits. A good example of this asset-based approach was demonstrated in the BOTG that were created by the participants. A common feature of almost all the graphs was an optimistic outlook of participants toward healthy eating and active living. Despite challenges, the graphs indicated an orientation toward improvement in areas that would eventually result in a reduction of childhood obesity. Said one participant to reflect this optimism, “I would say there is greater collaboration and as the collaboration involves more and more different people, then that in turn will affect it and more families will become involved.”

Finally, to facilitate change within the community, community-based organizations need to create policies and environmental change strategies that support the areas of healthy eating and active living as outlined in the causal loop diagram (Figure). Such strategies provide the basis for influence at a much greater level than individual efforts that promote healthy eating and active living. For example, the UNCOM agencies through MCOPP developed and adopted model policies for their community centers in the areas of healthy food and beverages; active lifestyles; land use; and curriculum and professional development. These policies provided a structural framework that can be adopted and adapted by each of the 8 agencies depending on the cultural norms and standards that exist at each agency. Taken collectively, over time, these policies not only
influence individual behaviors of those who utilize the agency but also provide a structure of influence for the community.

Despite the optimism expressed in the graphs, it remains essential to acknowledge and address the social determinants of health present in these communities, which include perceptions of neighborhood safety, healthy food availability, parental engagement, and the availability of processed food as signified in at least one of the quotes. The root of this complexity is based upon economic disorder, housing conditions, lack of grocery stores, and other interactions with the environment that impede healthy eating and active living. Despite these determinants, community-based organizations such as the UNCOM agencies, professionals, academics, and community members provided a level of understanding that is not evident when one views obesity from the singular feature of weight status. Taking systems thinking into account and performing exercises such as GMB let everyone involved know that they were on the right path for lasting change.
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